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Dawn of war soulstorm campaign guide

This article is part of Dawn of War Player's Guide.From RelicWiki In the Dawn of War series games, each part has a campaign mode for those players who are interested in pursuing a single player aspect. (spoiler heavy) a compilation of dialogue between characters in campaigns can be found here. Dawn of War Spoiler Warning: Plot
and/or Ending Details to follow. In the original Dawn of War campaign, you must lead Gabriel Angelos on an expedition across the planet Tartarus, seeking to discover the chaos of the plot in the midst of the Orc invasion. Accompanying Gabriel is the librarian of the head Aisedor Akios, who is a childhood friend and powerful psiker, and
sometimes Karus Brom, the imperial colonel charged with the defense of Tartar. Inquisitor Mordechai Toth initially suspects Gabriel that he is tarnished by Chaos, as he willingly put his home world Kieren to the torch, but later realizes that it is Isador, who became corrupt. The fourth side of the events on Tartar is Eldar, who sent Farsir
Machu from the crafting world of Biel-Tan to prevent the liberation of The chaos of Damon Maledictum. Seeking to get favor with the dark gods, Lord Bale and the sorcerer Sindri Mir try to awaken Damon, all while Warboss Orkamungus leads his Waagh! all over the planet. Spoilers end here. Spoiler alert: Plot and/or ending details to
follow. In the Winter Assault campaign, General Sturn from the Imperial Guard was tasked with rescuing the Imperial Titan Dominatus, discovered on the planet Lorn V, with the help of the space marines of the head of Ultramarina. However, Farsir Taldir of Ullthwe Craftworld foresaw that necrons would soon awaken in this world, and she
must move to stop them. In addition to this, Orc warlord Gorgutz chose the planet as the site of his Waagh and the forces of Chaos are present as well. The campaign is divided into two halves: the Order and Disorder campaigns. In the Order's Campaign, the player leads the Imperial Guards and Eldar forces to awaken the Titan and
defeat the Necrons. In a campaign of clutter, the player leads Chaos and Orc forces. The player is forced to change factions at certain points of missions and in later missions can change of choice (i.e. you can go from Eldar to the Imperial Guard and back, but not switch to Chaos or Orc). Spoilers end here. Dark Crusade created a new
type of campaign, known as a meta-map campaign, different from the linear storyline of the previous two games. A meta-map is a strategic map by one showing each of the seven races and the respective provinces in which they are under their control. The aim is to gain control of the provinces by fighting for ownership of the territory and,
ultimately, to destroy all the warring factions. By controlling certain areas, the player can planetary requisition at the beginning of each turn on the metcard. It's This. different from what is used in conventional battles and tracked separately. It is used to purchase special guard units to escort the commander on the map or to purchase
garrison units to hold critical areas. On easy difficulty, AI opponents have only 25% of their normal health for all their units, while the player has 250% health for them and starts with 600 planetary requisitions. With normal complexity, AI has normal health and the player has 200% health and starts with 400 planetary requisition. On difficult
difficulties, both players have normal health and the player starts with only 200 planetary requisitions. Player-controlled provinces can be attacked by AI-controlled groups, and the player can either automatically resolve the conflict or fight the invaders. An automatic solution is generally not recommended, as the player is much more likely
to lose. Please note that all the structures built by the player, with the exception of those directly around the enemy base, are still present from the time when the province was conquered in the first place. This can make defensive fights especially easy. Some players consider it appropriate to take and fully strengthen each point on the
map before finally destroying the enemy stronghold (keeping the enemy sandwiched with a large mass of troops near the base) and even build turrets or minefields outside the base to make early point capture extremely difficult for the invading enemy. If this is done, a defensive battle can be won in a matter of minutes, allowing you to
build strength and attack at your leisure. Also note that the base of the invader is usually in the same location as the original enemy, and if the enemy had two bases, the invader would have these two bases as well. Special Territories Following Territories provide special bonuses to the faction that holds them. Some of them have special
mission goals that must be met to win the script. In addition, the fortress of each race will have its own specific purpose in addition to simply destroying the enemy. Pavonis: Provides the possibility of a cosmodrome, allowing the player to launch attacks or go to any province except enemy strongholds. To win this scenario, you have to find
six out of ten Servitors scattered all over the map and return them to your fortress in front of your opponent. Eres Badlands: Provides fury by allowing the player to move or attack twice in a single turn on a planetary map. To win this scenario, you have to kill a certain number of enemy units before losing the same number of units. The
number of units you have to kill from race protection and difficulty level. You only have 30 minutes to complete your goal. Aceria Forest: provides additional workforce opportunities by increasing the starting and maximum squad limit by 4 and the support cap by 2 on all cards. It's a normal map. Wandin Coast: Grants of Industrial
Manufacturing Ability, Giving You You an additional 1000 requisitions at the beginning of each battle (1000 capacity for necrons). This scenario requires you to stock up on a lot of energy or completely erase the map of all enemy units and buildings. The amount of energy to collect depends on the level of complexity. You only have 20
minutes to complete one of the two goals. Hyperion Peaks: Provides forward base capability that allows you to purchase buildings before launching an attack. This scenario requires you to find and destroy all the enemy structures on the map. You get a great initial supply of strength and resources, but only able to build listening messages
(and Waaagh! banners like Orx and Nero warriors as necrons). Ariel Highlands: Grants Bulwark's ability, which makes garrison units 50% cheaper, but also refund only 50% of their usual return cost. It's a normal map. Commanders of each race receives a special commander who leads his forces. This unit will always be present at the
beginning of any attack you launch as well as any defenses in the same or surrounding area to the current location of your army. If the commander is not automatically available at the beginning of the battle (for example, when defending territory remote from your army) or killed during combat, it can be purchased in the appropriate
building with all purchased military intact. Wargear During the campaign you have the opportunity to earn a wargear for your main commander, improving his basic stats or even giving him new abilities. In order to earn a wargear, you have to achieve one of the following goals during the battle. Although you can earn several wargear parts
in one battle by meeting multiple wargear requirements, each requirement can only be achieved once. See each commander's page for a list of specific wargear that can be earned for this race. The Wargear effects that are applied around the world (such as Rayment Manager Lucas Alexander) persist even if the commander is killed. 1
Conquest 5 Conquests 15 Conquests 2000 kills 5000 kills 1 Defense 3 Defense 5 Defense 3-to-1 kill the ratio of 3 enemy factions defeated Conquests earned to capture enemy territory. Murders are the total number of murders inflicted by your forces throughout the campaign and are not specific to enemies personally killed by your
commander. Defense is earned personally by your leading forces in the defense of one of your territories and can not be earned, allowing the computer to automatically defend the territory. The 3 to 1 homicide ratio also requires at least 200 homicides during combat. Defeating enemy factions requires you to personally conquer the
bulwark of the race, not just the ai player winning the race. Honor guard Every territory, which is neither a stronghold, nor any of the special provides a unit of honor guard. These special units and vehicles form frames, frames, Around the map, allowing the player to rush the enemy base very quickly in the later stages of the campaign.
The units of the honor guard are purchased with planetary requisition and remain with the commander until they are killed. Oddly enough, the commanders of the honor guard (Commissioner, Librarian, etc.) must be redeemed if they are attached to the squad at the end of the mission. Most races receive honor guard units, but space
Marines and Space Marines of Chaos receive individual veterans. The honor guard units do not use the detachment or the cover of the vehicle, but require requisition and power to strengthen. Ai will receive honor guard units inaccessible to human players, such as the Grey Knights for Space Marines. Fortunately, the AI honor guard is
made up entirely of conventional units, not super-powerful units available to the player. Soulstorm In Soulstorm nine factions are fighting for control of the Kaurawa system, the system on which the warp storm has arrived. The motivation of each faction to fight is listed below. Space Marines - they came to fight the enemies of the emperor.
Of particular interest to space Marines is the eradication of the orcs, which have long been preserved on Kaurav II, and the victory over their ancient enemy, the forces of Chaos. Chaos - They either came from the presence of a strain storm or created Warp Storm as part of an attack plan. Eldar - They came in response to Necron's
awakening. They will defeat the necrons and everyone who stands in the way of this goal. Orks - Orcs have always existed on Kaurawa II, and warlord Gorgutz came to lead them into a good battle. Imperial Guard - Since the Kaurawa system is part of the Empire, it is their duty to protect it for the Emperor God. Necrons - Awakening from
sleep on the planet Kaurawa III from storm strain. Tau - Tau seeks to learn how to stop the warp storm before it can threaten his Empire, as well as bring the Kaurav system into the bosom of the Great Good. Dark Eldar - Like the fallen crows, Dark Eldar descends on the battlefield to claim war trophies from busy combatants. Blood,
slaves and souls will quench the thirst of these wicked raiders. Sisters of the Battle - Fanatical in their worship, they see all other factions as heretics unworthy of God-Emperor. With saints fire and unwavering devotion, they will cleanse the Kaurawa System. The metacarta campaign is in the same nonlineaine style as the Dark Crusade,
but has been expanded for Soulstorm. Warp Storm trapped nine races in the Kaurawa system, leaving them all on their own in the upcoming war. Until one faction wins, no one will leave it. Warp Storm also prevents spaceflight between four planets (several provinces each) and three satellites (single provinces) of the system, limiting
interplanetary travel to Ancient gates. The most important changes from Dark Dark are that victory is achieved by destroying all units of production buildings (similar to the annihilation of the multiplayer winning state), not just their headquarters, and the bases built when conquering the territory are no longer persistent. Rather, the main
buildings can be a garrison in the conquered provinces just as much as units. Each Ancient Gate is connected only with two others (Dark Eldar Fortress is a special Ancient Gate, see section of Special Territories). The ancient gates battled both Take and Hold missions, and conquered, holding most of the critical points for six minutes.
Victory can be achieved by destruction, but it must be complete (up to the last person) and not just destroy enemy buildings. A new concept of supply lines has been introduced. If the path of the controlled provinces from the territory to your fortress no longer exists due to enemy conquest, your supply lines have been disrupted and the
province no longer produces planetary requisitions. Restoring the path from your fortress to the province restores supply lines and planetary requisition production. Chaos has a special ability that makes them immune to supply lines, see the Special Territories section below. Complexity levels have mostly increased for a more complex
task. Easy now gives the player 250% health and AI 60% health. Normal is 200% player health and 100% AI health. It is difficult to 100% player health and AI 120% health. Special Territories Each race has an internal bonus. The bonus of other races can be in demand by winning their fortress. The provinces of the fortress are marked
with their respective race. They are also two standard provinces that provide resource bonuses. For convenience, special territories listed by planets with moons are subsms of the corresponding planet. Kaurawa I Dussala Plot (Imperial Guard) - Grants Reduce Production Capacity Costs. All units and buildings purchased using planetary
requisition are available at 85% of their normal value. District Sama (Battle Sisters) - Grants Forward Ability Base. You can purchase buildings that you usually garrison in the province when attacked. If you conquer territory and buildings survive the battle, they remain a garrison. Kaurawa II Earth Of Solitude (Space Marines) - Grants
Deep Strike Squads ability. In addition to garrison units, deep strike units can be purchased in your stronghold. They can be called in to help in an attack on any province but strongholds. Deep strike units cannot be used for defense. Note that units must be purchased by strengthening your own headquarters, which will have a Deep
Impact tab in addition to the usual units and buildings tab. Buying Strike units more expensive than honor guard or garrison equivalents. Deep Strike units are not deployed automatically; they should be included for each attack. Rockclough Mountains Rockclough Mountains Provides a rapid ability to grow the population. Provides a 33%
chance of getting a free garrison unit in a random province at every turn. First, the weakest garrison units are added. Forgotten Islands - Provides a resource bonus. Start each battle with a 10% increase in starting resources. Stacks with another Bonus resource. Moon Nan Jana Tau - Grants Ar'Ka Cannon ability. Before attacking the
province, it shoots a massive gun Ar'Ka, which gives a chance to reduce the number of garrison forces by 1. This ability is not currently working properly. Kaurawa III Upper Waste Eldar - Grants of the Navy March Ability. Make one move to 3 spaces or attack the territory up to three places from one time per turn. The extra traffic should be
through friendly territory, as you can't make multiple attacks. Coastal Imossa (Nekron) - Grants the ability to rebuild troops. Provides a 33% chance for his turn to restore the honor guard won the battle for free rather than be redeemed. Broken land - provides a resource bonus. Start each battle with a 10% increase in starting resources.
Stacks with another Bonus resource. Kaurawa IV Peninsula Iseult Chaos - Grants Ignore the ability of supply lines. Broken supply lines do not have a penalty. Luna Lacunae (Dark Eldar) - Grants Ancient Gate Raider Abilities. Can move from one Ancient Gate to any other, not just two, with them it is associated. If you don't control the
destination of the Ancient Gate you still have to fight for control of it. The Dark Eldar Fortress is also a special Ancient Gate and is only accessible through other Ancient Gate to controller. This allows dark Eldar to initially attack any planet. Commanders when defending the province, you do not start with your commander or have the help
of your honorary guard if your commander is in (may not be near, as in the Dark Crusade) province attack on the metakarta. You can use your commander as soon as you have built them in the appropriate building. Commanders no longer engage in dialogue with each other during most fortress missions, only some pairs of banter (such
as dark Eldar attack Eldar). Wargear Requirements for Receiving Wargear are exactly identical to those of Dark Crusade (see above). Commanders of returning races have similar Wargear, which are mostly renamed in the version, but some parts have new features and new ones to appear. The honor guard of the honor guard in
Soulstorm features about the same as an honor guard in the Dark Crusade. The ancient gates of the province do not reward the guard of honor. There are a few bugs, the known ones are below. The sisters of the embattled Immolator Honor Guard are being bugged and takes the car cover. Sisters of the Confessor of the Honour prevents
the production of the standard Confessor while alive. The honor guard Eldar Harlequin is being tapped and takes on an infantry cap. The space sea gray knight honor guard is being tapped and and up to the infantry cover. Chaos Possessed Honor Guard is being bugged and occupies an infantry cap. Tau Broadside Battlesuit Honor
Guard is being bugged and takes the infantry cover. Beating the fortress of the Imperial Guard leads to all the honor guard in need of ransom. Dawn of the war single unit player units
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